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	Learning iPad Programming  walks you through the process of building PhotoWheel (free on the App Store), a photo management and sharing app that leverages every aspect of iOS 5. With PhotoWheel, you can organize your favorite photos into albums, share photos with family and friends, view them on your TV using AirPlay and an Apple TV, and most importantly, gain hands-on experience with building an iPad app. As you build PhotoWheel, you’ll learn how to take advantage of the latest features in iOS 5 and Xcode, including Storyboarding, Automatic Reference Counting (ARC), and iCloud. Best of all, you’ll learn how to extend the boundaries of your app by communicating with web services. If you want to build apps for the iPad,  Learning iPad Programming  is the one book to get.


	As you build PhotoWheel, you’ll learn how to

	
		Install and configure Xcode 4.2 on your Mac
	
		Master the basics of Objective-C, and learn about memory management with ARC
	
		Build a fully functional app that uses Core Data and iCloud for photo sharing and synchronization
	
		Use Xcode’s new Storyboard feature to quickly prototype a functional UI, and then extend that UI with code
	
		Create multitouch gestures and integrate Core Animation for a unique UI experience
	
		Build custom views, and use view controllers to perform custom view transitions
	
		Add AirPrint, email, and AirPlay capabilities to your app
	
		Apply image filters and effects using Core Image Diagnose and fix bugs with Instruments Prepare your app for submission to the app store



	Download the free version of PhotoWheel from the App Store today! Share your photos with friends and upload to iCloud, all while learning how to build the app.
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Yii Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is the perfect way to add the capabilities of Yii to your PHP5 development skills. Dealing with practical solutions through real-life recipes and screenshots, it enables you to write applications more efficiently.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to use Yii even more efficiently
	
		Full of...
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Canine Sports Medicine and RehabilitationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Canine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation offers agold-standard, comprehensive reference on all aspects of sportsmedicine and rehabilitation for all dogs. Written by anoutstanding group of leaders in the field, the book covers topicsranging from biomechanics, exercise physiology, nutrition, andcommon orthopedic conditions of the canine...
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Ten Questions Science Can't Answer (Yet!): A Guide to Science's Greatest MysteriesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007

	
		
			From the author of the bestselling The Science of the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy comes another incredible trip to an even more mysterious terrain. Michael Hanlon identifies ten scientific questions that we simply can't seem to answer and explains why these compelling mysteries will remain unsolved for...
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Cisco Voice over IP (CVoice) (Authorized Self-Study Guide) (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
Master the basics of VoIP (Voice over IP) implementation with the Cisco authorized self-study book for CVOICE foundation learning

	
    Master the basics of VoIP (Voice over IP) implementation, management and troubleshooting

    
	
    Prepare for the...
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Windows 7: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		In early reviews, geeks raved about Windows 7. But if you're an ordinary mortal, learning what this new system is all about will be challenging. Fear not: David Pogue's Windows 7: The Missing Manual comes to the rescue. Like its predecessors, this book illuminates its subject with reader-friendly insight, plenty of...
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Fiber Optic Data Communication: Technology Advances and FuturesAcademic Press, 2002
In correspondence with the widely popular and original Handbook of Fiber Optic Data Communication First Edition, and now updated Second Edition (2001), experts in both industry and academia have compiled an excellent addition to the field of Fiber Optics.  This work revisits and expounds on the future technology section of the first Handbook, while...
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